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This isn't a digital camera book. It's a book about digital photography: how to take great pictures and make great images using imaging technology, while taking into account the special needs of digital cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the digital realm, you'll find the knowledge you need here. Every word in this book was written from the viewpoint of the serious photographer.

This isn't just a photography book, either. It's a digital photography book. The focus is on the special capabilities and needs of computer imaging. You'll learn how to take close-up photographs with cameras that have optical viewfinders, and techniques for producing professional-looking portraits with cameras that aren't designed to work with multiple light sources. No fast shutter speeds? No problem! You'll learn a professional sports photographer's secret for stopping action with any camera. It's time you stopped taking snapshots, and started taking photographs!
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Bootstrap for RailsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A quick-start guide to developing beautiful web applications with the Bootstrap toolkit and Rails framework


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your applications with Bootstrap modals and carousels
	
		Explore the usage of advanced Bootstrap components and plugins in Rails through various examples
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Implementing Domain-Driven DesignAddison Wesley, 2013

	“For software developers of all experience levels looking to improve their results, and design and implement domain-driven enterprise applications consistently with the best current state of professional practice,  Implementing Domain-Driven Design  will impart a treasure trove of knowledge hard won within the DDD and...
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Intellectual Capital for Communities: Nations, Regions, and CitiesButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"a welcome and timely overview of a new and vibrant Intellectual Capital frontier. The chapters are fresh and topical. This is required reading!" 
 Karl-Erik Sveiby, Professor at Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration, Helsinki, Finland

"Bounfour and Edvinsson's extension of the burgeoning...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2008: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Picture a breathtaking alpine setting, a small village nestled among the Pacific coastal mountains. Two chairs run from the base of the mountains—one to Blackcomb, one to Whistler—both offering some of the best skiing in Western Canada and a lonesome pub located at the base of both mountains, the Longhorn Saloon. Here, skiers come to...
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Cuckoo Malware AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Analyze malware using Cuckoo Sandbox


	Overview

	
		Learn how to analyze malware in a straightforward way with minimum technical skills
	
		Understand the risk of the rise of document-based malware
	
		Enhance your malware analysis concepts through illustrations, tips and tricks,...
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Handbook of Space Astronomy and AstrophysicsCambridge University Press, 2006

	Fully updated with data from space-based observations and a comprehensive index and bibliography, this third edition contains the most frequently used information in modern astrophysics. As well as a vast number of tables, graphs, diagrams and formulae it also contains information covering topics including atomic physics, nuclear physics,...
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